How art based tools can enhance and develop your wellbeing and create a more
positive mindset!
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Art based tools create a space for social connection and allow opportunities for an individual
to heal from past experiences, help to manage your mental health and support your self
discovery and recovery throughout your journeys in life. Art therapy is a psychological
technique that includes creative expressions such as drawing, painting, writing, playing
music, dancing, making sculpture, collage, amongst others. This form of therapy can be
used to reduce anxiety and stress, and improve your self esteem and self-awareness
(RTOR, 2018)1.
Creative expression can also help people at a community based level and help those who
feel isolated and lack social connections by providing them with a platform to express
themselves and meet new people. This form of creative and non-veral communication is
particularly important for migrant women who may face challenges when moving to a new
country around connecting with others. They may find it hard to communicate verbally, and
creative expression can aid them to express themselves and share their stories. As
Gkionakis & Papadopoulos (2017) suggest, group work is especially important when using
art based tools because it can provide a supportive network for vulnerable groups, such as
refugee women. It allows interactions to ‘get out of set roles and locate the temporary
situation within the context of a longer time scale to reduce high risk of helplessness’.2
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Non verbal communication allows a more creative and expressive method and can
help people to ‘act as a whole’ and helps to ‘distance ones’ self and facilitate expression’
(Hakki, 2018)3. As mentioned above, art based tools come in a variety of platforms, and
several different methods are used throughout the SIMPLE project.
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The SIMPLE project – Social Integration of Migrants and Activation of Paths for Learning
and Employability – developed and piloted an innovative approach to be applied to facilitate
the narration of past stories and events faced by immigrant women. SIMPLE will help
women to restore their emotional and psychological wellbeing and support a full and fruitful
process of social and economic inclusion into the new community.
An example of an arts based activity used in the SIMPLE training (shown in the images
below) entailed a mindfulness exercise.

The arts are proven to create ‘conditions for mindfulness’ by accessing and engaging
different parts of the brain through conscious shifting of mental states (Brown and Ryan,
2003)4. This is particularly useful and helpful for vulnerable groups of people to express
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themselves. For example, Nunn’s (2020)5 study with refugee women showed that
the arts were particularly important to help the ‘Non Belonging’ concept within a
person, which explores the idea of ‘relations between individuals and groups and the
communities, places, activities and institutions with which they engage, as well as the needs,
desires and politics that shape these relations and their effects’ (Baumeister and Leary,
1995; May, 2013; Yuval-Davis, 2011)6. The arts help this by ‘creating an inclusive sphere of
belonging’ because it allows individuals to develop their confidence, leadership skills,
teamwork skills and helps them foster their social connections which contributes to their
feeling of belonging in a new community⁵.
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Throughout the SIMPLE training, the art therapy technique helps trainers derive some useful
exercises to promote expressive creativity. The creative expression and non-verbal
communication overthrow linguistic and age barriers, allowing a dialogue free from external
bonds. It allows the expression of everything which is difficult to describe with words. The
aim of this method is to help represent, on a tangible medium, feelings, sensations, ideas
and thoughts through any material at the participant’s disposal.
There are clear indications that engagement with art based tools has significantly positive
effects on health (Stuckley & Noble, 2010)7. This is why it is important, now more than ever
due to the isolation after COVID-19, to help vulnerable people use these tools and resources
to help their wellbeing and promote a feeling of mindfulness within themselves. For more
information and useful resources about the SIMPLE project community, visit their Facebook
page at: https://www.facebook.com/Simple.Project.Comunity/.
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